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Abstract—The Time To Live (TTL) field present in the IP protocol header is used to limit the lifetime of packets in the network. Previous research has measured TTL for studying path lengths and dynamics in IP networks, and for detecting route changes. How the TTL varies over short timescales of subsequent packets of traffic flows has not yet been analysed. Such knowledge is needed for passively detecting route changes based on existing traffic in the network or traffic traces, and for designing mechanisms that modulate the TTL field such as IP traceback techniques and covert channels. In this paper we analyse small time scale TTL variation in Internet traffic flows based on a number of packet traces captured at different locations in the Internet.

Index Terms—Network Measurement, IP Time To Live, Small Time Scale Dynamics

I. INTRODUCTION

The IP Time To Live (TTL) header field limits the lifetime of an IP packet, preventing packets from living forever during routing loops [1]. A packet’s initial TTL is set by the sender and then decremented by each network element along the path processing the packet’s IP header (e.g. routers and firewalls). Packets are discarded if their TTL becomes zero while still in transit.

Initial TTL values used by popular operating systems are well known [2], [3], and the number of hops (usually referred to as hop count) between sender and receiver (or measurement point) can be estimated by subtracting the observed TTL from the closest initial TTL value. Previous research has done this to study the size of the Internet in hops and its dynamics (IP path changes) over time periods of several days up to several months [4], [5], [6], to investigate the predictive power of TTL for finding lowest latency paths [7] or to detect route changes [8].

However, previous research has not analysed how TTL varies in small time scales of subsequent packets of Internet traffic flows (sequences of packets with the same IP addresses, ports, and protocol). The motivation for investigating this is twofold. Firstly, for passively studying IP path changes based on existing traffic in the network or captured traffic traces (instead of active sampling paths as it was done previously) one needs to understand the relation between TTL changes and path changes. If TTL changes are not only caused by path changes one cannot simply infer path changes from TTL changes and needs to differentiate TTL changes. Secondly, this research provides valuable information for people developing techniques that modulate the TTL field, such as IP traceback techniques [9] or covert channels [10], [11].

We study all TTL changes occurring in consecutive packets of traffic flows, instead of purely focusing on TTL variation caused by IP path changes. Based on a number of packet traces captured at different locations in the Internet we analyse the characteristics of TTL changes and describe the most common change patterns observed. Our main findings are:

- The amount of TTL variation is fairly small: in general < 1% of the packet pairs and < 6% of the flows experience TTL changes.
- Most flows with TTL changes have only 2 distinct TTL values and the hop count difference is generally ≤ 3.
- Most flows have only few transitions between different TTLs, but there are flows with periodic TTL changes and frequent seemingly random TTL changes.
- We cannot find a strong correlation between the number of TTL changes and the estimated hop count, which is probably because most TTL changes are unrelated to routing and apparently caused by middleboxes such as firewalls and proxies.
The paper is organised as follows. In section II we review related work. In section III we describe the datasets and the methodology used for extracting the TTLs. Section IV presents the results of the analysis and Section V describes the most common TTL change patterns. Section VI concludes and outlines future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Fei et al. measured hop counts and round trip times (RTTs) from one host to a random set of target hosts [4]. They found that in the US most hosts are within a range of 18 hops and although RTT increases with the number of hops there is no strong correlation with hop count.

Begtasevic and Mieghem measured the hop counts between one host and several thousand destinations distributed across the world over a time period of one week roughly every hour [5]. During their measurement period the hop counts towards a significant number of destinations changed. Even when the hop count value remained constant often the path from source to destination had changed.

Huffaker et al. studied the change of the hop count distribution from a source to a set of destinations over several months and compared the distributions obtained from multiple sources [6]. The hop count distribution was similar for most sources and did not significantly change over time.

Huffaker et al. also studied the predictive power of hop count (IP path length) in the selection of the lowest latency destination from a set of alternatives [7]. They found that hop count is a better predictor than Autonomous System (AS) path length, but worse than geographic distance or RTT.

Shen et al. investigated if the TTL field can be used to detect route changes [8]. According to their study many route changes can be detected, but TTL monitoring alone is inadequate for a very reliable detection.

In contrast to the previous work, we study the characteristics of all TTL changes – not only those related to path changes – occurring within the small time scale of consecutive packets of Internet traffic flows. The purpose of our study is to identify the main factors that cause TTL changes in packet flows and analysing the change characteristics.

III. DATASETS AND METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe the different datasets we use and how we extracted TTL data from them.

A. Datasets

We use packet traces of different size, origin and date for our analysis (see Table I). The CAIA trace contains only game traffic, the Grangenet trace contains game and web traffic, and the other traces contain a mix of traffic (including web, peer-to-peer, game, and email traffic). For the CAIA and Grangenet traces we have removed all flows originating from the game servers, because their TTL is constant (initial TTL).

B. Packet Flows and Packet Pairs

Usually analysis of network traffic is based on packet flows (sequences of packets sharing common source/destination addresses, port numbers, protocol over some time period). Because we found the number of TTL changes is correlated with the number of packets and the duration of flows, we decided to analyse the characteristics of TTL changes based on packet pairs (defined as two subsequent packets of a flow as shown in Figure 1). This isolates the characteristic under study (e.g. estimated hop count) from correlated flow properties (e.g. size and duration). However, for analysis requiring a longer sequence of packets we use packet flows (e.g. Section IV-E).
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Figure 1. Relation between packet flows and packet pairs

C. TTL Data Extraction

Packets are grouped into flows according to IP addresses, port numbers and protocol. The end of a flow is determined by TCP connection teardown or a 600 second idle timeout (whichever occurs first). Although we treat flows as bi-directional for the TCP state tracking and flow timeout, we later separate the two directions into unidirectional flows because TTL variation is different in either direction. In the following the notion of flow is always unidirectional. We only consider flows with at least four packets and an average packet rate of at least one packet per second.

For each flow we extract the series of TTL values from the IP packet headers as observed at the capture location. This is also a list of TTL pairs as described in the previous section. If different TTL values occur in a flow or packet pair this is referred to as TTL change. Otherwise we refer to the TTL being constant.
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Capture Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Public</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAIA</td>
<td>Public game server at Swinburne University in Melbourne, Australia</td>
<td>05/2005 - 06/2006</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gragenet</td>
<td>Public game server connected to the Grangenet research network in Canberra, Australia [12]</td>
<td>05/2005 - 06/2006</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twente</td>
<td>Aggregated uplink of a Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) access network [13]</td>
<td>07/02/2004 - 12/02/2004</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>Internet access router at a large German university [14]</td>
<td>21/02/2003</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZIX</td>
<td>New Zealand exchange point [14]</td>
<td>05/07/2000 - 06/07/2000</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell</td>
<td>Firewall at Bell Labs [14]</td>
<td>19/05/2002 - 20/05/2002</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waikato</td>
<td>University of Waikato [15]</td>
<td>04/05/2005</td>
<td>on request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Effective Path Sampling Rate

We have chosen the average packet rate instead of a maximum inter-arrival time threshold as flow selection criterion because it is less restrictive and provides us with more data. Using the average raises the question of how often paths were sampled. Figure 2 shows a plot of the distributions of the 0.95-quantile of the packet inter-arrival times.

Across all traces approximately 80% of the packet pairs have inter-arrival times of \( \leq 1 \) second meaning 80% of the packet pairs sampled the paths at least once every second.

IV. ANALYSIS OF TTL VARIATION

A. Amount of TTL Variation

Table II shows the number and the percentage of flows and packet pairs with and without TTL changes (absolute numbers are rounded to kilo or mega flows).

Overall, we find the TTL is constant for the majority of flows, but a small number of flows do experience TTL changes. The percentage of flows with TTL changes is between 2-6%, except for the NZIX trace which has a significantly larger number of flows with TTL changes. The percentage of packet pairs with TTL change is between 0.02-0.5%, except for NZIX where it is significantly higher (5.1%). The very small percentages show that if there is TTL variation in flows, changes occur only for a very small number of the flows’ packet pairs.

B. Distinct TTL Values per Flow

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the number of distinct TTL values per flow (note the y-axis scaling).

Flows with TTL variation mostly have only two distinct TTL values. Only 10% and less of the flows have more than two values and flows with more than five different TTLs are very rare, except in the CAIA trace. In the CAIA trace a number of flows encountered what seems to be routing anomalies (see section V).

C. TTL and Hop Count Change Amplitudes

Figure 4 shows the amplitude of the TTL change of packet pairs. We define the amplitude as the difference between the maximum and the minimum TTL value (peak-to-peak amplitude).
Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Flows w/o change [k]</th>
<th>Flows with change [k]</th>
<th>Flows with change [%]</th>
<th>Packet pairs w/o change [M]</th>
<th>Packet pairs with change [k]</th>
<th>Packet pairs with change [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAIA</td>
<td>128.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1,456.3</td>
<td>340.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grangenet</td>
<td>283.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>215.7</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twente</td>
<td>1,354.6</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waikato</td>
<td>1,255.9</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell</td>
<td>899.8</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZIX</td>
<td>2,482.7</td>
<td>510.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>5,039.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>7,155.1</td>
<td>429.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>365.5</td>
<td>1,822.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amplitude is one for many packet pairs, but in some traces large numbers of packet pairs have amplitudes around 64, 127, or 191. The reason for these high amplitudes is middleboxes (firewalls or proxies) sending packets as part of the TCP handshake or teardown on behalf of clients (e.g. for SYN flood attack protection). The TTLs in these packets are set to the initial TTL of the firewall/proxy, which can differ from the initial TTL used by the host behind the firewall. Different operating systems use different initial TTLs, the most common being: 64 (Linux, FreeBSD), 128 (Windows 98/XP), 255 (Cisco) [2], [3]. Therefore, the difference of two TTLs will be 64, 127, or 191 plus or minus the distance between middlebox and host. The CAIA trace does not contain any TCP traffic and therefore does not have high amplitudes.

For most packet pairs with TTL changes the hop count changes only by one (two for NZIX and three for Twente). Only a small number of packet pairs have larger hop count changes (NZIX has the highest percentage).

D. Correlation of TTL Changes and Hop Count

Figure 6 shows the estimated hop count distribution of packet pairs without TTL changes (hop count was estimated as described in the previous section).
to client traffic was removed (see Section III-A). The Leipzig, Twente, Waikato and Bell traces were captured at access links zero to three hops away from the local hosts. The upper half of the hop count distribution is very similar for all these traces, except for NZIX that shows a tendency towards smaller hop counts (probably caused by more localised traffic because NZIX is a peering point between New Zealand Internet service providers).

We also estimated the hop count of packet pairs with TTL change by subtracting the larger of the two TTLs from the initial TTL (see Figure 7).

Comparing Figure 6 and Figure 7 it is clear that almost none of the local packet pairs originating from three or less hops away experienced a TTL change. However, the distributions of packet pairs with larger estimated hop counts look similar in both figures.

We also computed Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the estimated number of hops and the number of TTL changes per flow. The result indicates that the amount of TTL changes per flow is not linearly correlated with the estimated number of hops.

E. Frequency of TTL Changes

Figure 8 shows the number of TTL changes per flow (x-axis limited at 20 changes).

For most datasets the majority of flows only has few TTL changes, but a large percentage of flows in the CAIA trace has a large number of changes. This is caused by the fact that the CAIA trace only contains long UDP flows of which many have periodic TTL changes (see Section V), but TCP flows with a fixed number of changes are predominant in all other traces.

Figure 9 depicts the change frequency for flows with at least six TTL changes. The TTL change frequency of a flow is defined as the number of TTL changes divided by the total number of packet pairs.

CAIA and Grangenet traces have very low change frequencies because most flows have infrequent periodic TTL changes. Twente, Leipzig, Waikato and Bell have higher change frequencies, with roughly half of the flows changing TTL on average every third to second packet pair. While the distributions of Twente, Leipzig and Waikato are fairly similar, Bell has higher change frequencies. In the NZIX trace in most flows TTL changes at least every second packet pair (presumably caused by load balancing or route flapping).

F. Probability of Uncommon TTLs in Flows

Figure 10 shows the average empirical probability that the n-th packet of a flow has a TTL value differing from the most common TTL value occurring in the flow (limited to the first 50 packets). This probability is computed as number of packets not having the most common TTL value divided by the total number of packets for each packet position n averaged across all flows. Since most flows are short the number of samples decreases with increasing n.
The probability for an uncommon TTL is clearly not uniformly distributed. It is usually the highest at the flow start and then decreases. For some datasets there is a little peak at the end of typical short TCP flows (4-6 packets). CAIA and Grangenet datasets have a high probability until 20-30 packets caused by game flows where the first up to 30 packets at the start of the flow have a different value. For NZIX the probability oscillates between two values, which is caused by the flows with very frequent TTL changes in this trace.

V. Change Patterns

In this section we describe the most common change patterns and their most likely causes. We group the patterns into four main classes:

- Deterministic: TTL changes occurring in specific packet pairs of a flow (e.g. at the start of flows).
- Periodic: TTL changes occurring periodically every $n$ packets.
- Infrequent random: random TTL changes occurring rarely (e.g. route changes or anomalies).
- Frequent random: random TTL changes occurring frequently (e.g. load balancing, route flaps).

Obviously, a single traffic flow can experience multiple different change patterns.

A. Deterministic Changes

In many UDP and TCP flows the first packet has a TTL value one less than the common value (hop count one higher). We suspect multi-layer switching devices that do not adjust the TTL could cause this. In multi-layer switching only the first IP packet in a flow is routed while the rest are switched.

Many TCP flows have TTL changes, where the TTLs differ by more than 32. This is caused by middleboxes (e.g. firewalls, proxies) that send some packets part of the TCP handshake and teardown on behalf of the client. In case the middlebox’s initial TTL differs from the host’s initial TTL the characteristic amplitudes are 32, 64, 191 plus or minus the number of hops between the host and the middlebox. Otherwise the difference is just the number of hops the middlebox is away from the host (1-3 hops). More evidence that these packets originate from different devices is that they sometimes also differ in other IP header fields e.g. the Don’t Fragment bit.

In some UDP and TCP flows the TTL decreases by one every packet. We suspect this to be some kind of (TCP) traceroute.

In some UDP flows the first (few) packet(s) have a TTL one higher than the common value (hop count one lower). Often this effect occurs in combination with periodic TTL changes (see section V-B).

B. Periodic Changes

We found a number of UDP and some TCP flows have periodic TTL changes (confirmed by the auto-correlation). In some flows every 256-th packet has a TTL one higher than the majority of TTLs. In many cases this is exactly every 256-th packet over long time periods, but sometimes the period is not exact and varies by few packets. Furthermore, sometimes instead of exactly one packet a short burst of packets with TTLs one higher occurs.

We are not sure what causes this pattern, but it seems not specific to some country or service provider. This could mean devices close to the end users such as firewalls or access routers cause it. The vast majority of long UDP game flows with TTL changes in the CAIA and Grangenet traces have this pattern, and it also occurs in some long UDP and TCP flows of the Twente trace.

C. Infrequent Random Changes

In a number of flows the TTL value is constant for a large number of packets, then it changes to a different value and stays constant for a large number of packets again. We suspect these changes are caused by route changes.

Few flows experience drastic changes of TTL values within 10-20 consecutive packets (observed mostly in the CAIA trace). The TTL changes by large amounts (up to 30) between consecutive packets and usually spirals downwards to very low TTL values, before returning to the normal value. All the packets comprising these anomalies arrive compressed (back to back within microseconds) although UDP game packets are spaced...
milliseconds apart at the sender. We are not sure what causes this behaviour, but it appears the packets are involved in some kind of short-term routing anomaly.

D. Frequent Random Changes

Some UDP and TCP flows have very fast, random TTL changes (TTL values change almost every packet), which is presumably caused by IP load balancing or fast route flapping. Some TCP flows show a random mix of two TTL values that differ by more than 32 indicating that packets are sent from devices with different initial TTL. We believe application-layer load balancing or proxying could cause this.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analysed changes in the TTL values between subsequent packets of traffic flows based on several traffic traces captured at different locations in the Internet. We found that TTL changes are not very common but appear in a significant part of the data across all traffic traces. Most of the changes are apparently not caused by routing changes, but by middleboxes such as firewalls and proxies. We have analysed the various characteristics of TTL changes and described the main change patterns observed.

There are a number of issues left for future research. The analysis should be extended towards further traffic traces. Also there are some metrics we have not yet analysed, for example the randomness and burstiness of TTL changes. If unanonymised datasets were available, the correlation between AS path length or geographical location and TTL changes could be analysed. Furthermore, we plan to develop methods for quantifying how often the different common change patterns occur in the data. We think such classification could benefit from combining TTL change information over multiple parallel (time and spatial) packet flows. Finally, an in-depth analysis of middlebox induced change patterns could be used for developing fingerprinting techniques for such devices.
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